
Pandemonium for Putin
There were a lot of banners at Friday's Kremlin press conference,
and they had a lot going on.
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Vladimir Putin shared some of his precious time with more than 1,400 journalists today. For
four wonderful hours, the president responded to questions about all matters under the sun,
as members of the audience elbowed for his attention.

This year, as in years past, many people brought homemade signs, hoping a vivid or well
worded banner might win them the chance to open their mouths. Others brought signs
intending simply to express their love for Putin, and at least one guest brought a whole binder
of slogans to troll the president.

We don’t know all the reasons for all the banners in the audience today, but the winner of this
unspoken contest was undeniably the woman who brought a poster showing Putin as
Superman. And she even picked the Christopher Reeves version, not Zack Snyder’s depressive,



brooding reboot.

Putin the Kryptonian wasn’t journalists’ only love note to the president, however. One man
came armed with a slogan just as cosmic: “Putin is outer space.”
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@navalny pic.twitter.com/zrJkIM1iSo

— Парфёнъ Рогожiн (@ParfenRogogin) December 23, 2016

Donald Trump came up several times during the press conference, and — though Vladimir
Putin had only kind things to say about the U.S. president-elect — his biggest fan in the
audience was far-right activist Maria Katasonova, who campaigned harder for Trump this fall
than she did for herself, while running for a seat in the Russian parliament. (It should come as
no surprise that she lost that race badly.)

Katasonova came to the conference with a portrait she unveiled earlier this year depicting
Putin, Trump, and French nationalist Marine Le Pen, all looking very stoic and severe.
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Интересно, а какой вопрос @KatasonovaMaria хотела задать? Теряюсь в
догадках.. pic.twitter.com/GeMmJJJoUF

— Константин Рыков (@rykov) December 23, 2016

It wasn’t all gooey love for Putin, however, and at least one person in the audience came
equipped with a rather long poll and a whole arsenal of signs printed with tough questions
about Russia’s Federal Penitentiary Service.

Political activist Maria Baronova, who was defeated in the same Duma race as Katasonova,
catalogued the prison-related signs, photographing at least four of them. It’s still unclear
who was holding the signs, which asked: “Will inmates be fed worse?” “Does the Federal
Penitentiary Service not have enough money for light bulbs?” “The Federal Penitentiary
Service is the government’s six biggest expense.” “The recidivism rate is 50 percent in Russia
and 25 percent in Belarus.” 
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сюжетом вопросника в 4х картинках про тюрьмы
pic.twitter.com/aPq2hPWrJG

— Maria Baronova (@ponny1) December 23, 2016

“While there's a question going on about the Rosneft deal, I'm still watching this whole story
with the guy holding up signs about the prisons.”

Another of these signs even found its way into the live video feed on Russia Today, where a
journalist was pictured beside the words “Russia’s Federal Penitentiary Service has the
second highest mortality of any place in Europe.”

The award for boldest banner unquestionably goes to Roman Dryakin, a journalist from
Saratov, who brought a sign printed in ominous red and black ink, reading, “Ask me about
dictatorship,” featuring a picture of Vladimir Putin.
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— ядерный потанцевал (@polinanem) December 23, 2016

Dryakin later said the Kremlin’s security guards initially stopped him from entering the main
hall, summoning a representative from the president’s press team, who examined the poster
and then reportedly said, “Some subtle work here,” before allowing him to take his seat.
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